The recent OPERA experiment of superluminal neutrinos has deep consequences in cosmology. In cosmology a fundamental constant is the cosmological constant. From observations one can estimate the effective cosmological constant Λ ef f which is the sum of the quantum zero point energy Λ dark energy and the geometric cosmological constant Λ. The OPERA experiment can be applied to determine the geometric cosmological constant Λ. It is the first time to distinguish the contributions of Λ and Λ dark energy from each other by experiment. The determination is based on an explanation of the OPERA experiment in the framework of Special Relativity with de Sitter space-time symmetry.
Introduction
The recent OPERA experiment shows evidence of superluminal behavior for muon neutrinos ν µ [1] . The arrival time of the neutrinos ν µ with average energy of 17 GeV is shorter than that of photons by δt = (60.7 ± 6.9 stat ± 7.4 sys ) ns. In terms of speed the neutrinos went faster by an relative amount δv ν = v ν − c c = (2.48 ± 0.28 stat ± 0.30 sys ) × 10
with significance level of 6σ. This puzzle is understood in the framework of Special Relativity with de Sitter space-time symmetry [2] . The de Sitter spacetime appeared as a solution of the Einstein's equations. When the radius goes to infinity it approximates the Minkowski spacetime. The OPERA experiment showed that we should use Special Relativity with de Sitter spacetime geometry rather than the usual Minkowski spacetime symmetry. The radius of the pseudo-sphere of de Sitter spacetime can be estimated from the experiment [2] .
In this paper we shall derive another consequence of the OPERA experiment to cosmology, i.e. to determine the geometric cosmological constant.
Based on the standard model of cosmology ΛCDM [8] the universe is composed of atoms, dark matter and dark energy. The most recent measurement from WMAP [9] has measured the basic parameters of cosmology to high precision. The density of dark energy is estimated to be Ω Λ0 = 0.728
−0.016 . That is to say, about 72.8 percent of the Universe consists of dark energy.
We should remark that the measurements give the effective cosmological constant Λ ef f which consists of two parts, the quantum zero point energy Λ dark energy and the geometric cosmological constant Λ, i.e. Λ ef f = Λ dark energy + Λ.
It would be desirable to distinguish the contribution of Λ from Λ ef f . We shall find that the OPERA experiment fits the need. The estimation of radius of the pseudo-sphere of de Sitter space gives an estimation of the geometric cosmological constant. Our estimation shows that the contribution of Λ is about 10 −4 compared with Λ ef f . So for the first time we are able to distinguish the contribution of the geometric cosmological constant and the quantum zero point energy. We shall explain the estimation in the following sections.
In Section 2 we shall review Special Relativity with de Sitter spacetime symmetry. Such a Special Relativity was first realized by K. H. Look and his collaborators [3] . With its later developments [4] [5] [6] [7] , e.g. it has a Lagrangian-Hamiltonian formalism [4] , the theory can be adapted to our needs.
In Section 3 we recall the explanation of OPERA experiment within Special Relativity with de Sitter spacetime symmetry. The experiment can be understood and as an outcome the radius of the pseudo-sphere can be estimated.
In Section 4 we give an estimate of the geometric cosmological constant based on the estimation of radius. We can distinguish the contribution of the geometric cosmological constant and the quantum zero point energy from now.
Review of Special Relativity with de Sitter spacetime symmetry (dS-SR)
The Special Relativity is a theory on global spacetime geometry. The usual assumption of spacetime metric is the Minkowski metric η µν = diag{1, −1, −1, −1}. Its characterizing property is that the general transformation to preserve the metric is the Poincare group (or the inhomogeneous Lorentz group ISO (1, 3) ). The Poincare group is the limit of the de Sitter group with radius R → ∞. In the 1970's K. H. Look and his collaborators Z. L. Zou and H. Y. Guo [3] proposed a Special Relativity with global de Sitter spacetime symmetry (dS-SR). Yan, Xiao, Huang and Li [4] gave a Lagrangian-Hamiltonian formalism of dS-SR with two universal constants c and R.
In Special Relativity with de Sitter spacetime symmetry we have the Beltrami metric ds 2 = Σ µν B µν dx µ ⊗ dx ν of the global spacetime coordinates x µ , µ = 0, 1, 2, 3:
where the speed of light c and the radius R of the pseudo-sphere in the de Sitter space are universal constants. The Lagrangian of a free particle in dS-SR reads
The equation of motion is
Thus the coordinates for de Sitter spacetime can be used as an inertial frame metric.
In choosing spacetime coordinates we use the Big Bang (BB) as the natural origin. In the Earth laboratory we are at the time t 0 = 13.7Gy and x 0 = x(t 0 ) = 0. The three dimensional space is always isotropic and homogeneous by the Copernicus principle.
In the de Sitter spacetime we have ten parameters transformations preserving the Beltrami metric:
It gives 10 conserved charges: 
When R → ∞, above relation reduces to the usual dispersion relation of E-SR
3 The OPERA experiment of superluminal neutrinos from de Sitter Special Relativity
The OPERA experiment can be understood in the framework of de Sitter Special Relativity. We recall the derivation for the convenience of readers.
We consider neutrinos as free massive particles. Its speed can be derived through the dispersion relation. Suppose the OPERA neutrinos moving trajectory is {x 1 = x(t), x 2 = 0, x 3 = 0}, then
where t 0 and x 0 are the OPERA neutrino moving's initial time and space location, i.e., t 0 ≃ 13.7Gy,
We have the formulae of neutrino velocity:
We see when E is large enough we could have v dS > c.
In the OPERA experiment we have E = 13.9GeV , m 0 = 2eV and
We have:
R 2 . The radius R of the pseudo-sphere can be estimated as
4 Determination of the geometric cosmological constant from the OPERA superluminal experiment
The estimation of R has a deep consequence to cosmology. It gives an estimation of the geometric cosmological constant Λ.
The Beltrami metric B µν satisfies Einstein's equation:
It is easy to see that for the Beltrami metric we have
. By substituting the above into Einstein's equation we have
Using R = 1.95 × 9.46 × 10 29 cm we get
We see that the observed cosmological constant Λ ef f obey's the full Einstein's equation:
where R is the scalar curvature, G the Newton's gravitational constant, Λ the geometric cosmological constant, ρ vac the matter's quantum zero point energy density( or (T µν ) vac = −ρ vac c 2 g µν ) and T µν the energy-momentum tensor. And the effective cosmological constant Λ ef f is:
From measuring the effects of accelerate expansion of the Universe and the recent WMAP data [9] we have:
Finally we have:
where Eqs. (12) (13) (16) were used. Therefore the geometric cosmological constant gives a small correction to the density of dark energy, which arises from the OPERA measurement.
Summary and discussions
The recent OPERA experiment of superluminal neutrinos is a breakthrough in physics. The experiment can be understood in the framework of de Sitter Special Relativity. And it has deep consequences to cosmology. The OPERA experiment can be viewed as an confirmation of the global spacetime geometry is de Sitter spacetime symmetry and the Poincare symmetry of Minkowski spacetime is an approximation. The radius of the pseudosphere of de Sitter spacetime can be estimated from the experiment.
In this paper we explore further consequences of the OPERA experiment to cosmology. The estimation of the radius can be used to determine the geometric cosmological constant Λ. From observations in cosmology one can determine the effective cosmological constant Λ ef f which is the sum of the quantum zero point energy Λ dark energy and the geometric cosmological constant Λ. Thus it is the first time we have an estimation of the quantum zero point energy Λ dark energy . We anticipate further estimations of Λ dark energy from Λ ef f should adjust the contribution of the geometric cosmological constant.
